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Upgrade proves Collab8 value ever increases
As an assurance measure to customers and resellers serving them, WOW Vision has continued
its mission to grow the Collab8 platform to remain the industry leader in depth of collaboration
capabilities. The latest version update expands the feature set and refines the needs of user
from feedback provided from the user base.
The highlights include iPAD and Android clients now having a Mouse PAD, allowing them to be
part of collaboration. The unique “Start Collab” function allows all participants to co-create and
edit a common document. Using virtual Mouse pad feature also lets pad users annotate
documents available for collaboration, just like the Start Collab feature does for laptops.
Additionally pad users can open a PowerPoint in the multimedia section of the client and display
over Collab8.
“These improvements, plus about a dozen others, show WOW is keenly aware of the growing
pad user’s needs. And Collab8 is their most capable sharing environment”, noted Brian
Dunning, Technical Marketing Engineer with Starin. As a current user, to download the update,
contact Starin.
Collaboration with Collab8 is an engaging user experience. In a single environment, it allows 6
wireless contributors, external video, Webex, GoToMeeting, Lync, Zoom or H.323 video
conferencing participants on screen (with 4K or dual screen capability). Streaming of HD and 4K
video from a laptop can be paused and annotated, as can any other programs shared. A Whiteboarding canvass also can be manipulated by a main display touch screen or from a
contributor’s computer. With Start Collab, contributors can simultaneously render and edit on a
common document to file share or store forward to a Collab8 Cloud drive. Participants can have
the main display sent to their desktop view with additional personal annotation note taking.
Collab8 is available as a WIN appliance or as software to be installed on the user’s choice of
machine.
WOW Vision Collab8 is sold by select Champion dealers, who have the solutions ready to show
and experience first-hand and is distributed and supported in North America by Starin.
Collab8 will be featured in a series of Collaborative Tech Showcase Meet-Ups held by Starin in
Baltimore 5/13 and Philadelphia 5/14, while also be featured at the Bluewater Technologies
Expo in Detroit 5/21 and the InfoComm on Campus conference at MIT 5/29.
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